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Mike Pence says the American dream was

‘dying’ before Trump became president
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Vice President Mike Pence says the American dream was

“dying until President Donald Trump was inaugurated” in 2017.

Trump’s policies are generating jobs and raising wages “at the

fastest pace of all,” Pence says, which “gives evidence of the

fact that the American dream is coming back.”

According to a February poll by RealClearPolitics, a majority of

Americans feel the American dream is in trouble.

�
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Vice President Mike Pence as US President Donald Trump speaks.

Brendan Smialowski | AFP | Getty Images

Vice President Mike Pence said Wednesday that the American dream
was “dying until President Donald Trump was inaugurated” in 2017.

“Was the American dream in trouble? You bet,” Pence said in an
interview with CNBC’s Joe Kernan on “Squawk Box” Thursday
morning. “I really do believe that’s why the American people chose a
president whose family lived the American dream and was willing to
go in and fight to make the American dream available for every
American.”

Pence told Kernan that before Trump became president, trade deals
pushed car manufacturers out of the country, something he saw
while serving as Indiana’s governor, but Trump fought “for trade
deals that put American jobs and American workers first.”

Some manufacturers have expanded in the U.S. since Trump began
2
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his term in the Oval Office. In February, Ford announced plans to
invest $1 billion and add jobs at its Chicago factories as it makes cuts
overseas. A Toyota and Mazda joint venture in 2018 broke ground on
a $1.6 billion assembly plant in Alabama that is expected to open in
2021 and employ 4,000 people.

However, others aren’t faring as well. General Motors shut down a
decades-old factory in Lordstown, Ohio, in March, leaving thousands
of workers in search of new jobs.

Though the Trump administration had success in boosting
manufacturing jobs, many feel the American dream still faces
challenges, according to a February poll by RealClearPolitics.

Some 37% of the poll’s voters said the American dream is alive, but
under threat; 28% said it’s under serious threat, but that there’s still
hope; 7% said it is dead; and 27% said it is alive and well.

But Pence said the American dream is recovering.

Trump’s policies are generating jobs and raising wages “at the fastest
pace of all,” he said, which “gives evidence of the fact that the
American dream is coming back. People are seeing opportunity open
up. Small business confidence at record highs, according to the
NFIB.”

Indeed, the small business association’s optimism survey hit a 45-
year high in August and has remained strong, the group said in recent3
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press releases.

Pence’s comments come as a number of U.S. billionaires and
business leaders call for fixes to America’s system of capitalism.
Berkshire Hathaway CEO Warren Buffett, J.P. Morgan Chase CEO
Jamie Dimon, Bridgewater founder Ray Dalio and Microsoft founder
Bill Gates — who are some of the wealthiest people in the country —
have said the current economic system contributes to income
inequality.

In a letter to shareholders last week, Dimon wrote he was
exasperated by the growing inequality in the U.S. He recommended
higher taxes on America’s wealthiest citizens.

“If that happens, the wealthy should remember that if we improve
our society and our economy, then they, in effect, are among the
main winners,” Dimon said.

The White House did not immediately respond to CNBC’s request
for comment.

TRENDING NOW

Tax refunds are going to be delayed for filers claiming these tax credits

CDC prepares for possibility coronavirus becomes pandemic and

businesses, schools need to close
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Excerpt from: 
 

(Mis)Understood Values:  
Rural, Working-Class, White America and the Barriers to Solidarity 

R. Zachary Karanovich 
 

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION 
 
 

A Portrait of the Rural, Working-Class, and White Community 
 

 As noted above, there has been a renewed or amplified interest in understanding the rural, 

working-class, white communities of the United States in the last number of years.  There seems 

to be a direct correlation between this attention and the election of both Barack Obama and 

Donald Trump that in distinct ways prompted from some the forceful urging of values that, 

although possibly rooted in good intentions, emerged as racist, xenophobic, etc.1   

 In order to understand better the underlying value system, it is important to hear from and 

try to understand the members of these communities.  In 2016, when the desire to understand 

rural, working-class whites was arguably at its height, J.D. Vance published Hillbilly Elegy: A 

Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis.2  In it, he tells his own story and attempts an analysis 

of both his own community and the larger society from within which he made his ascent.  Vance 

was born into a family he himself refers to as “hillbilly.”  His mother suffered from addiction and 

was in and out of various relationships—a source of instability for Vance.  His maternal 

grandparents, especially his grandmother, became the stable parent figures he needed, supporting 

him in his studies, teaching him responsibility, encouraging him through a stint in the military 

and onto college.  Throughout, Vance’s grandparents were also instilling in him a value system 

                                                
1 The racial component of this discussion is important.  While I am unable to include a full discussion of its import 
here, I have included an explanatory note in Appendix A.   
2 New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2016. 
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typical of rural, working-class white communities.  This value system might best be described as 

“honor culture.”3 

 Central to this value system is a fidelity to two groups: family and class.  The first holds a 

priority over the second, but both are required.  This fidelity manifests itself as a loyalty to 

family and to community.  This is important in private, but more centrally as it is revealed in 

public—how one acts and what one says about their family or their “people.”  The family, the 

community, and one’s own self are respected when the actions that are seen or statements said to 

those outside one’s family or community are perceived by those groups to which they refer are 

indeed honorable.  Acting in this way communicates both a knowledge of who one is as well as 

the pride of holding such a social location—not an attempt at being something you are not or 

were not raised to be.  It is not “bad” to have to work hard, and it is not “bad” to have to be 

frugal.  There is pride in doing both well.  In a word, there is pride in their class identification.  

Additionally, loyalty to family is central.  As Vance describes of his grandmother: “She loathed 

disloyalty, and there was no greater disloyalty than class betrayal.”4  And she expected a 

“complete devotion to family.”5  To betray one’s family or class meant that one was “too big for 

their britches,” and class meant more than money.6   

 Hard work is another central value.  Rural, working-class white communities ground 

their value system in the American Dream: anyone can make their way to a comfortable living 

by working hard; a meritocracy.  For Vance’s grandparents, they shared a fundamental belief that 

the American Dream was real.  As Vance says, “Still, Mamaw and Papaw believed that hard 

work mattered more.  They knew that life was a struggle, and though the odds were a bit longer 

                                                
3 Vance, Hillbilly Elegy, 15. 
4 Vance, Hillbilly Elegy,15. 
5 Vance, Hillbilly Elegy, 41. 
6 Vance, Hillbilly Elegy, 30, 63. 
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for people like them, that fact didn’t excuse failure.  ‘Never be like these f***ing losers who 

think the deck is stacked against them. . . . You can do anything you want to.”7  This is a trust in 

the American Dream’s possibility, that working hard will pay off, and that there are not systemic 

barriers to one’s achieving success beyond drive, willpower, and perseverance.   

The result of this success means that one avoids social welfare programs—programs that 

indicate one did not show honor to one’s family or class and that one did not work hard.  Social 

welfare is a stigma in the rural, working-class, white community.  It is the antithesis of the 

community’s value system.  And yet, it is prominent.  This points to a contradiction in the 

community and an internal paradox regarding their own identity that plays centrally in the 

community: a preference for viewing one’s self in the most positive light and not engaging in 

self-critical reflection.  As Vance describes of one of his grandmother’s neighbors: 

a lifetime welfare recipient, but in between asking my grandmother to borrow her 
car or offering to trade food stamps for cash at a premium, she’d blather on about 
the importance of industriousness.  ‘So many people abuse the system, it’s 
impossible for the hardworking people to get the help they need,’ she’d say.  This 
was the construct she’d built in her head: Most of the beneficiaries of the system 
were extravagant moochers, but she—despite never having worked in her life—
was an obvious exception.8   
 

This internal conflict or contradiction points to another central aspect complicating the value 

system of rural, working-class whites: the honor culture in a culture of poverty.  Vance argues, 

“[H]illbillies learn from an early age to deal with uncomfortable truths by avoiding them, or by 

pretending better truths exist.  This tendency might make for psychological resilience, but it also 

makes it hard for Appalachians to look at themselves honestly.”9  This buttresses the view that 

the community has an incapacity for critical self-engagement. 

                                                
7 Vance, Hillbilly Elegy, 36. 
8 Vance, Hillbilly Elegy, 57. 
9 Vance, Hillbilly Elegy, 20. 
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 Finally, religion has an interesting relationship with the value system.  While not always 

central to the day-to-day practice of rural, working-class white, the identification as religious 

persons and the theological views they hold are integral.  For Vance, while religion was not 

necessarily central in his experience, his grandmother taught elementary theological principles 

that affirmed the value system, but also underlined the precarity of life in such a system: work 

hard, do not squander God-given talent; Christianity demands care for family; forgive others for 

their and one’s own sake; and God has a plan.  But trust in God was not absolute protection 

against ill fortune.  Life was fragile.10 

 These elements as essential to the rural, working-class, white values system—honor, 

loyalty, hard work, avoiding welfare, internal contradiction, and religion’s supportive role—are 

further affirmed in the study undertaken by Arlie Russel Hochschild.  She concludes after the in-

depth study of a rural, working-class, white community in Louisiana where she explored the 

political divide that this value system was all a part of their “deep story.”  In Hochschild’s view, 

all of us have a deep story.  Regardless of its grounding in fact, the “deep story is a feels-as-if 

story—it’s the story feelings tell, in the language of symbols.  It removes judgment.  It removes 

fact.  It tells us how things feel.”11  As she explains it, the deep story is a response of both 

nostalgia and frustration—there is both a sense of the way things were, typified by the tenets of 

the American dream, as well as the keenly felt awareness that things are no longer functioning 

that way.  And the deep story is a piece of evidence upon which people buttress their actions. 

                                                
10 Vance, Hillbilly Elegy, 86-87. 
11 Arlie Russell Hochschild, Strangers in Their Own Land: Anger and Mourning on the American Right (New York: 
The New Press, 2016), 135. 
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 To the rural, working-class whites that Hochschild interviewed, she found that the deep 

story she articulated that sought to encompass their value system and its current status was well 

received.  She writes: 

You are patiently standing in the middle of a long line stretching toward the 
horizon, where the American Dream awaits.  But as you wait, you see people 
cutting in line ahead of you.  Many of these line-cutters are black—beneficiaries of 
affirmative action or welfare.  Some are career-driven women pushing into jobs 
they never had before.  Then you see immigrants, Mexicans, Somalis, the Syrian 
refugees yet to come.  As you wait in this unmoving line, you’re being asked to feel 
sorry for them all.  You have a good heart.  But who is deciding who you should 
feel compassion for?  Then you see President Barack Hussein Obama waving the 
line-cutters forward.  He’s on their side.  In fact, isn’t he a line-cutter too?  How 
did this fatherless black guy pay for Harvard?  As you wait your turn, Obama is 
using the money in your pocket to help the line-cutters.  He and his liberal backers 
have removed the shame from taking.  The government has become an instrument 
for redistributing your money to the undeserving.  It’s not your government 
anymore; it’s theirs.12 

 
What her articulation of the deep story surfaces is the ongoing foundational role the American 

Dream plays, but that due to the government’s imposition of the values it wishes to uphold—

imposed through the leadership of Obama, in this case—the American Dream is being imposed 

upon by those who have not played by the same set of rules, and these line-cutters are typically 

people of color, immigrants, and refugees.  There is no questioning of the validity of the 

American Dream, but rather that it is not working because of rule-breaking by politicians and 

their beneficiaries.  As a result, the relationship to larger structural elements of society are truly 

love-hate: the free market is “the unwavering ally of the good citizens waiting in line for the 

American Dream,” so they love it; but “the federal government [is] on the side of those unjustly 

‘cutting in,’” and they, therefore, hate it.13 

                                                
12 Arlie Russell Hochschild, “No Country for White Men,” Mother Jones Magazine, September/October 2016, 
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2016/08/trump-white-blue-collar-supporters/.   
13 Hochschild, Strangers in Their Own Land: Anger and Mourning on the American Right, 150. 
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 What is most problematic is the role of the American Dream.  While some do achieve 

what is promised in this dream—consider Vance’s own success as a Yale-educated lawyer— as 

is the case with such success stories, he can be upheld as a model of the proper functioning of the 

American dream—which is, as Nancy Isenberg argues, a “myth.”14  Isenberg looks at the same 

class of people Vance represents but from a larger historical perspective.  Her study shows that 

whereas the value system is indeed as it is articulated in Vance and Hochschild, the development 

of that value system—the enmeshed and inextricably linked American dream and some similar 

form of the deep story—is the product of and further supports ongoing educational oppression, 

economic exploitation, and political manipulation.   

It was not until the realization that votes could be gained that presidential candidates 

began bolstering the narratives which rural, working-class whites believed.  For example, Vance 

roots working-class whites’ support of Richard Nixon in his understanding that “‘payin’ people 

who are on welfare today doin’ nothin’!  They’re laughin’ at our society!  And we’re all 

hardworkin’ people and we’re gettin’ laughed at for workin’ every day!”15  Rural, working-class 

whites were instrumentalized.  As Lyndon Johnson said, “I’ll tell you what’s at the bottom of it.  

If you can convince the lowest white man he’s better than the best colored man, he won’t notice 

you’re picking his pocket.  Hell, give him somebody to look down on, and he’ll empty his 

pockets for you.”16  This political manipulation affirmed the myth bound up in the community’s 

deep story and exploited the American Dream for political gain.   

As a result of these factors, rural, working-class whites tended toward supporting smaller 

government and freer markets because this is what “fit” with the deep story, the myth, and the 

                                                
14 Nancy Isenberg, White Trash: The 400-Year Old Untold History of Class in America (New York: Penguin Books, 
2016), 313. 
15 Vance, Hillbilly Elegy, 140. 
16 Isenberg, White Trash, 264. 
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American Dream.  This manipulation is not relegated to the past, however.  In April 2019, Vice 

President Mike Pence commented, “Was the American dream in trouble?  You bet . . . I really do 

believe that’s why the American people chose a president whose family lived the American 

dream and was willing to go in and fight to make the American dream available for every 

American.”17  Before Trump became president, Pence further argued, the American dream was 

“dying.”18  While I agree with Isenberg that the American dream is indeed a myth, even among 

those organizations that still believe in the American dream’s possibility, there is a disconnect 

between those rural, working-class, white communities who act on the basis of this American 

dream and the benefits that actually reach those communities.19   

 There is an interplay between a few concepts that have been used throughout this first 

part that need to be defined more precisely, although they all converge around the central term: 

myth.  A myth can be understood in many ways, verging on the false—like a legend or a folk 

tale—or on the true—like an allegory or a parable (those stories that are used to communicate a 

truth).  In this paper, myth functions in two ways.  First, myths are understood as those 

falsehoods that are peddled by politicians, the media, and others that influence the underlying 

narratives.  These underlying narratives include the deep story—a more holistic interpretation of 

the situation—and the American Dream—a sub-narrative within the deep story of rural, 

working-class, white communities.  Second, these narratives are the myths, or the overarching 

                                                
17 Ashley Turney, “Mike Pence says the American dream was ‘dying’ before Trump became president,” CNBC 
(April 11, 2019), available at https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/11/mike-pence-says-the-american-dream-was-dying-
until-trump-was-inaugurated.html. 
18 Turney, “Mike Pence says the American dream was ‘dying’ before Trump became president.” 
19 In a study completed by the Economic Innovation Group entitled, “Is the American Dream Alive or Dead? It 
Depends on Where You Look,” the organization found, for example, that among the counties in which the American 
Dream is out of reach—those distressed counties where young people will earn less than their parents, and where 
poverty and inequality is perpetuated across generations—“Trump carried 79 percent of these counties representing 
72 percent of the population in the group—dominating this category of places more than any other.”  Study available 
at https://eig.org/dcieop.    
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stories, that function as an interpretive tool for understanding experiences, even if it leads to the 

experience’s misunderstanding.  So, myths are both the falsehoods that feed the narratives and 

the narratives themselves that are used as the interpretive lenses through which one interprets the 

world.   

 With the influence of these myths, we find that, although they might initially be rooted in 

a good system of values (honor, loyalty, and hard work as part of a meritocracy), the decisions—

generally speaking—of rural, working-class whites are often also contrary to their own good and 

drive them toward an incapacity for solidarity with those similarly situated, be they immigrant, 

refugee, or poor person of color.20  Addressing this concern for solidarity is part of a project of 

rejecting the myths in their informative and interpretive forms to reconstruct a sense of moral 

understanding that deconstructs the false cultural framework that reinforces bias for the benefit 

of the few.   

 

                                                
20 Consider, for example, widespread support of the repeal of the Affordable Care Act by rural, working-class, 
whites and—paradoxically—the reality of who benefits from the law.  See Vann R. Newkirk II, “Simply Repealing 
Obamacare Will Hurt the White Working Class,” The Atlantic, November 22, 2016, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/11/trump-healthcare-plan-working-class-whites/508325/.   
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